Hugh Taylor Birch State Park
If you are looking for a more laid-back
wedding location with a natural rustic feeling,
then Hugh Taylor Birch State Park may be the
setting for you. Located across the street from
Fort Lauderdale beach, this picturesque park is
a tropical paradise. The park’s showpiece is the
banyan tree that Mr. Birch planted over 120
years ago! The tree creates a natural canopy of
shade and provides a stunning backdrop for
any wedding. Birch State Park is a location for
couples looking for more of a “fun in the sun”
wedding. Surrounded by water, two large open
fields, a sand volleyball court, a playground,
parking and three pavilions this is the ideal
location for large parties or can be made
intimate for close family weddings. Under the
tree, your ceremony can hold up to 250 guests.
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No need to go far after the ceremony, their team will set up your reception in
one of the two open areas around the tree to continue your outdoor experience.
With lights crisscrossing overhead you and your guests will feel as though they
left the city and are dancing under the stars. The park is a fully turnkey wedding
destination that can provide anything you need from catering, decorations, tables,
dance floor and to lighting, DJs and event director.
Information:
Hugh Taylor Birch State Park
3109 E Sunrise Blvd. • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
(954) 591-6586 • Dsarentino@bgfloridaparks.com
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The Maxwell Room is billed as a “hidden
gem,” but it is several gems and more
than a room. There are several settings
the Maxwell Room provides both outside
and within its beautiful Mediterranean
revival style architecture. First, the
outdoor seawall on the south side of the
New River creates a beautifully unique
backdrop for a ceremony that adds class
and sophistication. The courtyard area is
lined with bistro lights, located in front
of the Maxwell Room entrance, with the
fanciful garden-like setting. Finally is there
is the Roaring 1920’s Den with brick arches
and colonnades, a reminder that while the
world has changed and grown a fast-paced
race, some things retain the charm and
elegance of bygone days. The Maxwell Room is also a complete wedding destination,
with a varied of packages to cover all your needs from venue from to menu.
Information:
The Historic Maxwell Room
10 South New River Drive East • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
(954) 463-6630 • www.maxwellroom.com/
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